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Direct Costing
FEW COMPANIES have used direct costing for many years, but comparatively few
with its purposes and techniques. Recent evidence
indicates that interest in direct costing has become widespread. This can be seen in the
frequency with which discussions of the subject are appearing in accounting publications
and on conference programs. With these facts in mind, the Committee on Research, acting
in the Spring of 1952, approved a study to explore the subject.
The limited company experience available for study has made this an exploratory project.
Current thinking with respect to direct costing and current techniques for its application
are essentially pioneering efforts which may be refined and modified as more experience
;s aeined. In some of the preceding N.A.C.A. research studies, the existence of a broad
base of company practice and an extensive literature made possible reports which could
aim to be definitive in their field. This report contains only the findings to date about
direct costing and reasonable conclusions that can be drawn therefrom because the subject
is still too new to allow more definite conclusions to be drawn.
The Committee on Research presents the following material for its interest to members
of the Association. In doing so the Committee wishes to point out that a final appraisal of
direct costing or any other accounting technique must rest upon time and with individual
accountants who judge methods in the light of usefulness to their companies.

A accountants have been familiar

Chapter 1
DEVELOPMENT OF DIRECT COSTING

have long realized that volume has an important influence on
B costs and profits.
Direct costing is a plan for providing management with
t1SINES3 MEN

more information about cost - volume -profit relationships and for presenting this
information in a form more readily understandable by management at all
levels. This is accomplished by integrating and incorporating into the accounts a group of related techniques which include the flexible budget, break even chart, and marginal income analysis. While most of the same facts can
be obtained by statistical analyses prepared to supplement accounting reports
in conventional form, direct costing yields the desired results without additional analysis.
Definition of Direct Costing
Direct costing applies to cost accounting statements the same principles of
cost - volume -profit relationship which are illustrated by the break-even chart.
The essential characteristics of direct costing have been stated as follows by
Neikirk:
"Direct costing should be defined as segregation of manufacturing
costs between those which are fixed and those which vary directly with
volume. Only the prime costs plus variable factory costs are used to
value inventory and cost of sales. The remaining factory expenses are
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charged off currently to profit and loss. However, the point to be emphasized is that direct costing is primarily a segregation of expenses and
only secondarily a method of inventory valuation. By this approach, full
attention can be devoted to the effect which direct costing has on the
profit and loss statement and supplementary operation reports. "'
Direct costing has sometimes been described as a plan for eliminating fixed
costs from inventories. This description stresses an incidental feature rather
than the prime objective of the plan, which is provision of information about
cost - volume -profit relationships. Moreover, direct costing is not a reversion
to earlier costing practices which omitted some or all indirect costs from product costs because accountants did not then know how to allocate such costs or
failed to see their importance as product costs. While such practices as the
costing of inventory at prime cost and the omission of depreciation, property
taxes, and certain other fixed costs from inventory are sometimes confused
with direct costing, these represent incomplete applications of absorption costing. Under direct costing, variability with volume determines whether a manufacturing cost should be classified as a product cost or as a period cost.
Incomplete absorption cost plans base the distinction between product costs
and period costs upon such considerations as conservatism, established cus.
tom, or tax savings. These criteria of cost classification do not provide the
basis for the analysis of cost - volume -profit relationships which is the objective
of direct costing.
Scope of This Study

in

This study began with a review of the literature on direct costing. While
a substantial number of articles dealing with the subject has been published
accounting periodicals since 1936, this material is widely scattered and the
ideas expressed have not previously been classified and brought together in a
single publication. In addition, field interviews were employed to study the
operation of direct costing in 18 companies.2 Among these companies are
1 "How
p. 525.

Direct Costing Can Work for Management,

N.A.C.A. Bulletin, January 1951,

2 The following companies were among those participating in this N.A.C.A. research
study by contributing information regarding their methods. The remaining companies
preferred that their names not be listed.
Abbott Laboratories
Mallinckrodt Chemical Works
American Enka Corporation
Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company
Armstrong Cork Company
Rayette, Inc.
Dewey and Almy Chemical Company
John A. Roebling's Sons Company
Fostoria Glass Company
Sangamo Electric Company
Gates Rubber Company
Towle Manufacturing Company
J. L. Hudson Company
Webster- Chicago Corporation
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some of the pioneers where the concept and its application were developed.
There are also companies which had recently changed to direct costing at the
time interviewed, and a few that had not progressed beyond the stage where
plans were being made for its introduction. Companies interviewed illustrate
the application of direct costing to manufacturing and distribution of a wide
variety of products. In size, they range from a company with less than 500
employees to one which employs approximately 30,000.
History of Direct Costing
The earliest published description of direct costing discovered in this study
was written by Jonathan N. Harris, and was published in the N.A.C.A. Bulletin
for January 15, 1936. Application of the term "direct costing" to describe
the method was also made for the first time in this article. Mr. Harris' company began using direct costing two years before the above article appeared
and a few other companies interviewed in the field study started earlier. In
one of these companies, the budget director had installed a cost system in
1908 which provided for accumulating fixed and variable costs separately in
order that marginal cost data would be available for pricing. The same plan
was subsequently used in several other companies with which the same individual became associated and it was introduced in 1919 by one of the companies participating in this study. However, this company has continued to
use absorption costing in arriving at inventory costs. Another company has
costed inventories at direct cost consistently since organization of the company in 1922. One company interviewed changed from absorption costing to
direct costing in 1926 and another started a gradual changeover in 1932.
In seeking ways to develop better information about cost- profit- volume relationships, the direct costing approach appears to have occurred to a number of
industrial accountants who worked independently in developing their ideas.
Direct costing has had a parallel development in Great Britain during the
same years. There is also some evidence to indicate that the method is used
in continental European countries, although differences in language and accounting terminology made it impossible to determine the extent of its use
there.
Management's Need for Direct Costing
An understanding of the relationships between costs, volume, and profits
enables management to choose its objectives on a more realistic basis and to
make decisions with greater assurance that objectives will be reached. Consequently, the development of factual information about the behavior of costs
and profits under conditions of changing volume and effective presentation of
APRIL, 1953
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this information is an area in which the industrial accountant has an opportunity to make an important contribution.
However, this information is not provided directly by the periodic manu.
facturing cost and income statements which are generally used because no
distinction therein is made between fixed costs and costs which vary with
volume. As a result, supplementary statistical compilations and analyses have
been necessary to provide management with the information needed in reaching decisions on the many questions where the variations in cost which result
from changes in volume of production and sales should be considered. Among
these supplementary techniques are the flexible budget and cost - volume -profit
analyses to produce the data shown on break-even charts and in marginal
cost and income analyses.'
In their original development and also in their practical application, the
flexible budget and the various types of cost - volume -profit analysis were sep.
arate techniques for dealing with different aspects of the problem raised by
fluctuating volume. Figures and charts resulting from the use of these methods
were presented to management in addition to accounting statements in the
conventional form. As a result, management was faced with multiple sets of
figures and did not always understand the relationships between them. At
best, valuable executive time was often consumed in studying the different
statements and reports. Where needed supplementary analyses were lacking,
management sometimes made unwise decisions because it drew incorrect inferences from statements which failed to show how costs and profits would be
affected by changing volume.
Since cost and sales income figures constitute the basic data for cost volume -profit analyses, some accountants decided that it would be advantageous to redesign cost and income statements to show key cost - volume -profit
relationship figures within the statements themselves. This was accomplished
by first deducting variable costs from sales income to arrive at marginal income and then deducting fixed costs to arrive at net profit. In addition, the
chart of accounts was modified to permit separate accumulation of fixed and
variable costs in the accounts. Statements in the desired form could then be
prepared directly from the books rather than by analysis of balances taken
from accounts in which fixed and variable cost components were mixed together. This plan of accounting is commonly called "direct costing" in the
United States and "marginal costing" in Great Britain.
In discussion, direct costing is usually presented as an alternative to "absorption costing." The latter term is used to cover any of the various methods
whereby fixed manufacturing costs are applied to production and included in
' For a description of these techniques, see "The Variation of Costs with Volume."
"Analysis of Cost - Volume -Profit Relationships," and "The Volume Factor in Budgeting,"
N.A.C.A. Research Series Nos. 16, 17, 18.
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inventories. The significant characteristic of absorption costing is that fixed
and variable production costs are merged in charges to the same accounts.
In contrast, direct costing maintains the separate identity of fixed and variable
costs in the accounts.
Background of Absorpfion Costing
The methods generally used under absorption costing in accounting for
overhead costs have been influenced by two purposes for which the resulting
product costs were wanted:
1. To supply a guide in setting long -range product price goals, and
2. To supply costs of inventory and goods sold for financial statements
prepared according to accepted accounting conventions.
For both of these purposes the concept of product cost employed has been a
long -range average in which all expenditures for manufacturing are included.
In order to apportion the cost of long lived assets such as buildings and
machinery to product units, the cost is first spread over the expected serviceable life of the asset to obtain a uniform charge for the period. To these costs
are added other overhead costs which are fixed by managerial policy established for the coming budget period. Rates for applying overhead cost to
products are then derived by averaging the total overhead of the period over
the actual or predetermined volume of production for the period.
Early accounting methods required the actual cost incurred for the period
to be absorbed by the actual volume of production. As a result, the indirect
cost applicable to a product could not be determined until the end of the
accounting period. In addition, unit costs fluctuated inversely with the volume manufactured during the period.
It was not long before accountants recognized the undesirable character.
istics of unit product costs which varied inversely with the volume of produc.
tion. They reasoned that a year or less was too short a period for the
development of burden rates, that management had provided equipment and
organization for a normal volume of production considering the varying demands of a series of years, and that the costs related to This productive
capacity should be absorbed in relation to this normal or average volume .
rather than in relation to the volume of any one accounting period.
By charging production at a predetermined cost rate based on normal volume, the amount of overhead cost absorbed by inventory was proportional to
the share of productive capacity actually utilized during the period. Under absorbed overhead was then viewed as a cost of idle capacity and charged
against income of the period. In periods when production volume was low,
excessive inventory costs were avoided. However, overabsorption meant that
production had been charged with something more than the actual amount
APRIL, 1953
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of overhead cost and where this excess was significant, the inventory was
reduced to actual cost to avoid anticipating unrealized profits. In addition to
inventory costing, product costs based on normal volume were useful as guides
in pricing and product selection decisions because unit costs and product
profit margins were not distorted by short - period volume fluctuations.
The advent of flexible budgets brought more effective tools for control of
indirect costs and made it possible to analyze under or overabsorbed balances
into separate components attributable to expense and volume. By good cost
control, management found that it could reduce the expense variance component, but troublesome volume variances often remained because the quantity of goods that could be sold depended upon conditions which could not
be controlled.
While overhead rates based on normal volume constituted an advance over
older methods for applying factory overhead to production, this method did
not by itself solve all of the important costing problems created by fluctuating
volumes of sales and production. The normal volume concept was designed
to level the effect of short period variations in production volume. While very
useful where this type of product cost was appropriate (for long range pricing as an example) and where normal volume could be satisfactorily established, it was not helpful in determining how individual costs or groups of
costs could be expected to vary with short - period volume fluctuations. The
reason for this was that the normal volume concept was intended to help the
accountant determine product costs for the one production volume chosen
as normal.
In order to assist management in controlling costs and in comparing costs
and profits when deciding between alternatives, flexible budgets, break -even
charts, and marginal income analyses were developed by many companies to
supplement the regular accounting procedures for costing production. These
techniques for analyzing and interpreting the influence of volume on costs
and profits were all based upon a classification of costs according to variability with volume. Some accountants therefore decided to incorporate this
classification of costs into the books and to show the desired cost- volumeprofit relationships in the regular accounting statements. A step in this direction had already been taken where flexible budgets were in use for cost con.
trol purposes because fixed and variable costs were accumulated separately
and shown separately in departmental cost statements. Under these circumstances the same basic classification of costs by variability with volume was
extended to the processes of costing production and the results shown in the
income statement as well as in departmental cost control reports. In some,
but not all companies, the process was also extended to include costing of
inventories at variable manufacturing cost.
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Chapter 2
DETERMINING FIXED AND VARIABLE COMPONENTS OF COSTS

The practical application of direct costing rests upon the classification of
costs according to the manner in which they respond to fluctuations in volume. Therefore, this chapter defines the terms and describes briefly the
methods which are used for determining fixed and variable components of
costs. For a fuller discussion of these topics, the reader is referred to the
previously published N.A.C.A. research reports entitled The Variation of
Costs with Volume, Analysis of Cost - Volume - Profit Relationships, and The
Volume Factor in Budgeting Costs.'
DEFINITION OF TERMS

Fixed and Variable Costs
Changes in volume do not affect all cost components alike, for some components vary in total directly and proportionately with volume while other
components are not changed in total by changes in volume. Costs of the first
type are usually spoken of as variable costs while those of the latter type are
called fixed costs.'
The terms "standby cost," "constant cost," "time cost," and "capacity cost"
are also in current use to designate the same type of cost here called fixed.
$emivariable Costs
Many costs display both fixed and variable characteristics and these are
* Research Series Nos. 16, 17, 18, N.A.C.A. Bulletin, Ju ne 15, 1949, December 1949,
Ju ne 1950.
6 In the Variation
of Costs with Volume, (N.A.C.A. Research Series, No. 16, p. 1218),
it was stated that:
"Discussion of cost variability ordinarily assumes that the costs under consideration
are totals for a period of time rather tha n produ ct unit costs a nd this u sage is followed here. A shift from the tota l cost point of view to the unit cost point of view
obviously requires tha t the terms fixed and variable be reversed because a cost whose
total amount does not change with output results in varying unit costs when averaged
over different quantities of production. Conversely, a variable cost is variable only in
total, for when expressed on a unit basis it is a fixed amount per unit.
This difference is illustrated below by tabulating two costs, (1) rent, paid under an agreement which specifies that the payments are to be $10 0 per month, and (2) direct material
which, at standard cost, is $1.00 per piece produced.

Volume of Production
Cost per month
Cost per Piece
in pieces
Rent
Material
Rent
Material
100
$100
$100
$1.00
$1.00
500
100
500
.20
1.00
1000
100
1000
.10
1.00
Inasmuch as accounting sta tements a re prepared for time intervals it is logical to define
fixed costs as those which are consta nt per period and va ria ble costs as those which vary
with volume.
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called semivariable costs. One reason for the existence of semivariable costs
is that the cost classifications generally used in accounting are based upon
the object for which the expenditure was made or upon function performed.
When costs are classified on such bases, fixed and variable items are sometimes grouped together in a single account. For example, indirect labor may
include a minimum organization which is necessary in order to maintain
readiness to operate. The cost of this labor is fixed, but beyond this minimum additional cost varies with volume. By analysis these semivariable costs
can be resolved into fixed and variable components.
Another reason why some costs display semivariable characteristics is that
production factors cannot be divided into infinitely small units. To illustrate,
when additional volume is obtained by adding a second or third shift, a complete set of foremen, clerks, etc., must be added. When these costs are charted
against volume, their movements appear as a series of steps rather than as a
continuous line. If the existence of such steps in cost variation is significant
to management, steps can be incorporated into the cost budgets. This has the
effect of providing different fixed cost allowances for volume ranges marked
by changes in numbers of shifts, number of days per week operated, or other
conditions giving rise to major steps in costs.
Direct Costs and Direct Costing
The term "direct costing" seems to have originated in the practice of defining inventoriable product cost as the sum of those manufacturing costs which
are related to production in the sense that they vary directly and proportionately with volume. This usage of the word "direct" differs from another
common accounting usage which applies the same term to costs which are
assigned to products by direct charging in contrast to costs which are assigned
to products by allocation. In practice, those who use direct costing include
variable manufacturing overhead as part of the direct manufacturing cost
even though these costs are, as a practical matter, assigned by allocation. For
purposes other than costing inventory, variable nonmanufacturing costs are
also classified as direct product costs by those who use direct costing.
Marginal Income
When variable costs are deducted from sales income, the resulting figure is
usually called marginal income. When dealing with individual products or
other segments of total sales volume, the marginal income from a given seg.
ment measures the amount which that segment has contributed toward fixed
costs and profits taken as a whole. For this reason, the term "contribution
margin" is often used synonymously with marginal income. Other terms such
as "marginal balance," "profit contribution," and "variable gross margin"
are also used in practice for the same purpose.
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Where direct costing is in use, marginal income replaces the gross margin
figure on the income statement. Separate marginal income figures are
often calculated by successive deduction of the several functional classes of
variable cost. For example, a margin may be shown after variable manufacturing costs and again after variable selling costs. In addition, some companies break down fixed costs into two classes, viz., (1) fixed costs that can
be specifically indentified with and charged to individual product classifications
and (2) fixed costs that are joint as to the various product classifications.
The first group contains items such as depreciation, property taxes, insurance and other costs of equipment used solely to produce a single product or
class of products. Product advertising and sales promotion can also be
charged directly to the individual product
instances. In several field
interviews, it was stated that many of these fixed costs could be eliminated if the
product should be dropped.
The second group of fixed costs contain fixed costs which are joint as to
the individual product classes shown on the company's commodity income
statement. Among the costs here included are fixed charges on buildings and
equipment used to manufacture several different products, fixed general factory and company administrative costs, and fixed selling costs where these
are joint as to the various products.
Exhibit 5 shows the product class income statement of a company which
separates fixed costs which are direct as to products and fixed costs which
must be apportioned to products. Similar statements are prepared by territories and by customer classes.
CLASSIFICATION OF COSTS AS FIXED OR VARIABLE

Fixed Costs
Fixed costs are associated with productive facilities which are provided and
kept in readiness without regard to the current actual volume of production
and sales. Some of these facilities must be acquired and kept in a state of
readiness more or lesa irrespective of the volume of orders on hand at the
moment. Buildings, machines, and an organization comprising at least the
key executive, technical, and supervisory personnel are examples of facilities
which cannot be readily acquired or dispensed with in response to short
period swings in volume. In addition, there are also fixed costs incurred because management has decided to make expenditures for advertising, sales
promotion, employee training, and research without regard to current sales
or production volume. Therefore, the significant characteristic of fixed costs
is that their amount is related to the volume of business for which provision
has been made rather than to the currently prevailing volume. For this reason
the amount of the fixed costs is independent of current volume changes.
APRIL, 1953
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Budgets reflect decisions with respect to whether or not individual costs
are to be controlled with volume. The fixed costs are therefore established
for the period by managerial plans embodied in the budget. For the purpose
of controlling costs during the budget period, the budgeted fixed costs are
expressed as allowed amounts per period. So long as the original budget remains
unchanged, these allowances are not affected by the actual volume from
month to month.
A given schedule of fixed costs is therefore based upon the prevailing plan
for operating the business. When circumstances change, management reconsiders previously made plans and perhaps makes new decisions. Revisions in
the budget of fixed costs then need to be made.
Variable Costs
The variable costs originate in current decisions with respect to the quantity to be produced each week, month, or in whatever period is used for current production planning. For purposes of control and for costing production,
variable costs are expressed as standard unit allowances. As an illustration,
the cost of direct labor may be stated as a standard amount per operation.
Variable indirect labor is related to the appropriate causative factor of variability such as direct labor time or cost, machine time, etc.
Application of these concepts is made in the definitions which companies
interviewed have set up as guides for their use in classifying costs as fixed
or variable. For example, one company defines variable costs as those costs
which follow volume without need for managerial decision once the budget
has been approved. On the other hand, fixed costs are defined as costs which
remain constant in total until a managerial decision to revise budget allowances is made. Another company applies as a practical test the question, "Will
the standard amount absorbed in production be a fair and satisfactory budget
allowance ?" If the cost is generally variable with volume, the product of
standard unit rate times quantity produced should give a satisfactory budget
allowance. If the cost contains a fixed component, the budget allowance will
be excessive at high volume and inadequate at low volume.
Techniques for Budgeting Costs With Volume
A number of techniques are available for determining whether individual
cost items should be budgeted as fixed or variable with volume. These techniques were described in "The Variation of Costs with Volume" and are
stated here in summary form only.
1. Inspection of the company's chart of accounts and assignment of
costs to fixed or variable categories according to the type of costs
represented by each account. While most studies of cost - volume relationships begin with this method, additional analysis is usually needed
1088
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to separate fixed and variable components contained in semivariable
accounts.
2. Statistical analysis of previously recorded costs to determine how
costs have varied with volume. The principal tools used are the scatter chart and the mathematical determination of fixed and variable
cost components from estimates of total cost at low and high volumes.
3. Industrial engineering stpdies to determine how costs should vary
with volume. This approach comprises systematic study to determine
quantities of materials and supplies, number and type of employees,
and amounts to be spent for services at different volumes of production.
One of the companies interviewed describes

its procedure

as follows:

"The accounting department, industrial engineering, and plant management collaborate in determining the budget for cash elements of cost at
the normal level of operations. Scatter charts are used to determine the
fixed element of most accounts, but the results so obtained are often
modified by managerial decisions."
In many companies most of the needed information about cost variability
with volume is already available in the standards and flexible budgets which
have been developed for cost control purposes. However, costs expressed as
variable for one purpose are not always fully variable for other purposes.
The separation of fixed and variable costs cannot be completely accurate,
for there is always a borderline area and costs which fall within this area are
not clearly fixed or variable. Experience of companies using direct costing
and also of companies using flexible budgets without direct costing shows
that this area can be reduced to a point where uncertainty about the proper
classification of costs does not significantly affect reliability of statements
prepared for management.
When a broad picture is wanted, as for costing inventory and for an overall income statement, steps and irregularities in individual cost items tend to
cancel out. However, this may not hold in dealing with small segments of the
business, as in measuring performance of departmental supervisors or ascertaining marginal income from a single customer or product.
The field study showed that companies which make extensive use of cost volume relationship data for cost control, pricing, product and market selection analyze both manufacturing and nonmanufacturing costs in detail. In
several instances where emphasis upon cost control is strong, it has been
found that a single set of fixed allowances and variable expense rates does
not provide satisfactory departmental budget allowances when volume changes
require adding or reducing the number of shifts worked. A change from five
APRIL, 1953
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day operation to six day operation, or the opposite, produces a similar result.
For this reason, these companies budget fixed costs in steps, adding an increment to the amount allowed for each additional shift or working day. Other
companies admit that these steps exist in some costs, but have decided that,
for their purposes, it is not necessary to budget fixed costs in steps.
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Chapter 3
ACCOUNTING PROCEDURES UNDER DIRECT COSTING

This chapter describes accounting procedures used by some of the companies interviewed in the field study. The development of information for
internal management is considered first. Following this, attention is turned
to methods for coordinating internal and external reports under direct costing.
Under direct costing, fixed and variable costs are accumulated separately
in the accounts and the regular cost and income statements are utilized as
media for presenting cost - volume -profit relationship data to management. In
one company where direct costing is used, the cost accounting manual describes the plan in the following words:
"The system is designed to separate the costs that are little affected
by production volume changes termed constant costs from those that
production volume changes do greatly influence as variable costs. Standard variable costs are used for computing the cost of sales for both
planned and actual volume. Planned sales pounds multiplied by planned
selling prices, minus the planned variable costs, will result in the planned
marginal income for the Master Profit Plan for the period covered.
Deduction of all constant costs budgeted from planned marginal income
yields planned income which is compared periodically with actual income. The variance between planned and actual income is analyzed by
the period income statements and the departmental Cost and Variance
statements so that deviations from planned income may be traced to their
source, and management by exception as applied to cost control is made
effective."
In general, the procedures followed in accounting for variable manufacturing costs are the same under direct costing as under absorption costing.
Since direct material and direct labor are costs which vary with volume, no
change is necessary in the methods of accounting for these costs when direct
costing is introduced. However, differences do appear in accounting for manufacturing overhead because this cost contains a fixed component.
Accounfing for Manufacfuring Overhead
Under absorption costing, fixed and variable components of factory overhead are combined in charging the overhead control account and in applying
overhead cost to production. On the other hand, application of direct costing
makes it necessary to accumulate variable and fixed costs separately in the
accounts. When a company changes from absorption costing to direct costing,
revision in the classification of manufacturing overhead costs is necessary in
order to provide accounts in which fixed and variable components may be
recorded separately. For example, in a case where a single account had been
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used to record cost of purchased power, separate accounts were established
for the fixed component (represented by a demand charge and occupancy
lighting) and for the variable component (represented by a charge per k. w. h.
used in production).
The following example of overhead cost classification and cost recording
procedures employed under direct costing was supplied by one of the companies interviewed in the field study.
Manufacturing expense control accounts used by this company are:
13100 Direct Manufacturing Expense
13200 Allowance for Direct Manufacturing Expense
13400 Period Manufacturing Expense
All variable manufacturing expense incurred is charged to the first account listed above. Variable manufacturing expense charged to production at standard rates is credited to the second account. The difference
between the monthly total of charges to account 13100 and the monthly
total of credits to account 13200 constitutes the controllable overhead
variance and reflects the degree of control exercised over variable overhead expenses during the period.
The above accounts control detailed subsidiary overhead cost classifications set up by operation and by nature of the expense. Where variable expenses originate in service departments, these expenses are distributed to production department accounts by the methods generally
familiar to accountants. For example, the variable component in power
produced in the company's own power plant is charged to consuming
departments on the basis of power usage. Budgets for variable expenses
are prepared by operation and item of expense at 100% activity.6 From
these budgets standard unit costing rates are derived. For this purpose,
activity units are chosen which are appropriate for measuring production
in each operation. Direct expense variance accounts are provided for
analysis of the difference between balances in accounts 13100 and 13200.
Fixed expenses are budgeted annually by operation and by nature of
cost. All factory overhead expense not classified as variable expense is
included in fixed expense (termed "Period Expense" by this company).'
Period expense budgets contain steps for each major activity level that
calls for changing the amount of fixed expense. Changes in major activ6 In this company, the following items are classified as variable manufacturing over variable, (2) shift differential applicable to
bead: (1) indirect labor budgeted as 1009o'(3)
supplies used in production operations,
direct labor and to variable indirect labor,
(1) the variable portion of fuel, water and power. (5) royalties paid on a basis of production, (6) payroll taxes, group and retirement insurance, workmen's compensation and
liability insurance applicable to labor included in direct costs.
7
Representative items so classified by this company include: (1) salaries and salary
vacation pay, holiday pay, sugovertime, (2) overtime premium to hourly employees, (3)
gestion awards, (4) maintenance labor and material, (5) telephone and telegraph, (6)
association dues, (7) depreciation, (8) insurance, (9) taxes and licenses, (10) fixed
shares of indirect labor, supplies, fuel, water, power, payroll taxes and payroll insurance.
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ity level necessitating a different amount of fixed expense usually occur
with a change in number of shifts, number of days per week or number
of production units operating where individual units are large. One twelfth of the applicable annual step amount is used as the budget for the
month. When a plant or department operates at several step levels within
a month, proportionate parts of the month's allowance for fixed expense
are drawn from the various step level. Budgeted amounts of fixed manufacturing expense are not entered in the accounts and consequently no
volume variance or other period expense variance accounts are provided
in the chart of accounts. Monthly comparisons between actual and
budgeted fixed expenses are made in plant budget reports.

Closing Fixed Factory Expense Accounts
For disposing of balances in the fixed factory expense accounts, alternative
procedures are based upon the point of view held with respect to costing of
the inventory. Where inventoriable product costs are to include only the
direct or variable costs of manufacturing, fixed costs in their entirety are
treated as period costs. Where all fixed costs are not to be omitted from inventory, a procedure for allocating fixed manufacturing costs between inventory and cost of sales is used. Methods employed for this purpose are described in Chapter 6.

Relationship Between Standard Costs and Direct Costing
Most of the companies interviewed in this study use standard costs. In
several instances, standard costs, flexible budgets, and direct costing were all
aspects of a new cost system installed to replace a previous system which had
ceased to be adequate for managerial needs. These features had been integrated into the cost system because it was felt that the accounts should provide
essential cost data for planning, cost control, and financial reporting with a
minimum of supplementary statistical work. In other cases, existing standard
cost systems had been modified to eliminate the absorption of fixed manufacturing costs in costing production. Variances from standard direct costs are
accumulated in variance accounts and these balances are disposed of by the
same procedures generally used in standard cost systems. Where budgeted
amounts of fixed costs are entered in the accounts, budget variances arise
when actual fixed costs differ from the amounts budgeted for the period.
Volume variances are ordinarily absent under direct costing because fixed
manufacturing costs are charged off in total each period. Exceptions to this
statement occur in a few cost systems which employ dual predetermined overhead rates —i.e., one for variable expense and another for fixed expense.
However, standard costs do not necessarily accompany direct costing and
two companies interviewed make no use of standard costs in accounting. In
both of these companies historical costing systems are operated with invenAPRIL, 1953
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5 -(I X3)
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7
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9
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z

Labor
4 -(I X2)
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%
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%)
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(
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C
h

EXHIBIT 1

tories being costed at actual direct cost. Historical actual costs are also used
by these companies in cost - volume -profit studies such as break -even charts
and marginal income data.
Product Cost Cards
Product cost cards emphasize the separation of variable costs and fixed costs
where direct costing is in use. Exhibits 1 and 2 show product cost cards supplied by two different companies interviewed in the field study. In these cost
cards, standard variable manufacturing costs are first shown in detail and
in total.
In Exhibit 1, no application of fixed costs to the product appears because
the company sells a standardized commodity at competitive market prices and
pricing does not proceed by adding a markup to total product cost. While
management does not set product selling prices, it can influence overall
profit by efforts to obtain a product mix which gives most advantageous
utilization of plant capacity. For this purpose, comparative profitability of
products is measured by marginal income. It will be noted that marginal
income is computed as a dollar amount per pound of product, as a percentage of selling price, and as a dollar amount per "point ". The point is a measure of time. Inasmuch as a pound of one product may require more processing time than the same quantity of another product, both marginal income
per pound and per point are important to management in seeking the most
profitable sales mix.
Exhibit 2 is designed for product pricing purposes and therefore adds
manufacturing cost variances, direct selling costs, and variable shipping costs
to variable standard manufacturing cost. After arriving at total variable
cost, fixed costs are applied on a normal volume basis to obtain full cost of
the product. Since variations from the basic model are often specified by
customers, an additional section is provided to list costs added for this reason.
The Direct Cost Income Statement
One of the principal objectives of direct costing is an income statement in
which costs are grouped according to their variability with volume. This
order of presentation emphasizes the company's profit structure and provide
the facts for an understanding of relationships between cost and volume. Exhibit 3 shows in condensed form the type of income statement prepared by
companies interviewed. Statements of the individual companies differ in details, but all follow essentially the same general pattern. Exhibits 4 and 5
show actual statement forms used by two of the companies interviewed.
In commenting upon the order in which costs are deducted from sales income, representatives from several companies interviewed stressed the imAPRIL, 1953
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EXHIBIT 2

portance of deducting fixed costs only after all variable costs have been
deducted. In this way, the direct costs represent the out -of- pocket cash expenditure needed to make and sell the goods sold during the period.
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DIRECT COST INCOME STATEMENT
Period Ended ............................
$

Net sales income
Less direct cost of goods sold
Manufacturing margin
Less direct selling costs

xx
xx
xx
xx

Merchandising margin (marginal income)
Less period costs:
Fixed factory expense
Fixed selling and advertising expense
General administrative expense
Other period expense (e.g. research)

xx
f xx
xx
xx
xx

Total period expense

xx
$

Net operating income

xx

EXHIBIT 3

Accounting for Inventory Costs
Under direct costing, charges to inventory are made for variable manufacturing cost in current accounting for production. At the same time the
fixed manufacturing costs are accumulated in separate expense accounts and
the balances in these accounts are disposed of at the end of the period. This
procedure makes it possible to prepare income statements in the form described above because it maintains the identity of variable, and fixed costs.
For disposing of the fixed manufacturing costs at the end of the period two
options are available, namely:
1. To treat the fixed costs in their entirety as a period cost and to charge
them off in total. When this procedure is followed, no part of the
fixed manufacturing cost for the period is included in inventory cost.
2. To allocate the fixed manufacturing costs of the period between inventories and cost of goods sold. Inventories are thereby maintained
on an absorption cost basis.
Whether to exclude or to include fixed manufacturing costs in inventory is
perhaps the most controversial issue of direct costing. This question is discussed in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 4
DIRECT COSTING'S CONTRIBUTION TO PROFIT PLANNING

Significance of Volume in Profit Planning
Problems which arise in profit planning are usually characterized by the
necessity for choosing the most advantageous course of action from a range
of alternatives. The accountant can assist management to arrive at sounder
decisions by providing factual information which aids in appraising the
probable results to be expected from each alternative. In doing this, questions
which the accountant is called upon to answer usually are:
1. How much more or how much less will it cost if we do this instead
of that?
2. How much will the company's profits be increased or decreased?
Most managerial decisions are affected, in part at least, by the changes in
costs and sales income which accompanies changes in volume. For example,
volume needs to be considered in decisions such as pricing products, budgeting advertising expenditures, adding or dropping products, and in making
capital expenditures for new machinery. Volume is accordingly one of the key
factors which must be considered in profit planning. Moreover decisions of
the type here under consideration are made frequently and the need for
analysis of cost - volume -profit relationships is recurring.
The field study shows that users of direct costing view the ready availability of cost data in a form appropriate for profit planning to be a major
benefit from direct costing. Exhibit 4 shows how one company organizes
income statement data for management's use in profit planning and subsequently for making comparisons between planned and realized results.
Companies interviewed that use direct costing prefer direct costing rather
than other methods to accomplish the same purpose because the desired information is thought to be both easier to obtain when wanted and easier to
understand. When costs are not classified as to variability with volume,
roundabout and sometimes laborious calculations must be made to ascertain
the effect which an increase or decrease in volume would have on profits.
With respect to a company manufacturing fifteen lines of machinery, Charles
R. Chambers has written:
"In the presentation of operating profits by product lines, it was entirely possible for a product to show an operating loss when, in reality,
the sale of this product at its marketable price resulted in a substantial
contribution toward the fixed overhead of the company. While it was
possible to determine the "cash margin" with respect to any one sale,
1098
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EXHIBIT 4

to do so a s a regular thing meant continuous presentation of special
studies.
Even if studies of this type could be made, their correlation with the
conventional profit and loss statement did not present an easy task.1 1 8
Even when the fixed and variable components of costs are known, the regular
accounting statements must be supplemented by additional statistics to provide management with needed information about cost - volume -profit relation&"A Conversion to Direct Costs," N.A.C.A. Bulletin, March 1952, p. 791.
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ships. This necessitates additional clerical time for preparing the separate
figures and additional managerial time spent in working with two sets of
data. Experience of some companies also shows that executives who are unfamiliar with accounting techniques may find it difficult to reconcile supplementary statistical material such as break -even charts with operating figures
shown by the absorption cost type of income statement.
The Marginal Approach to Costs for Planning
In choosing among alternatives, differences in cost and profits are more
significant than absorption cost totals and managerial thinking often follows the marginal approach even when the accountant does not do so. Obviously, the difference in cost between two alternatives involving different vol- II
umes is measured by the difference in total variable cost and is unaffected by
fixed costs. Comparison of alternatives for relative profitability can likewise I
be made by comparing marginal income figures.
This may be illustrated by assuming that the accountant is asked to determine how much the company's profits will be increased by a 207o increase
in unit sales for a given product. The desired figure cannot be obtained under
absorption costing by merely multiplying the unit net profit for the product
by the specified number of units, although this fact is not always understood
by persons unfamiliar with cost accounting techniques. In order to arrive
at the desired figure, it is necessary to consider some or all of the following:
1. The effect which added production volume will have on over or
underabsorption of factory overhead.
2. Possible repercussions on the costs of other products. In some cost
systems increased volume for one product may alter the rates used to
charge overhead to other products.
3. Changes in selling and administrative expense ratios used to distribute these expenses to products.
On the other hand, marginal income measures the profit value of volume
increments. Where the type of product cost card shown in Exhibits 1 and 2
is available, the change in profit can be quickly obtained by multiplying the
unit marginal income by the number of units in question. For this reason,
direct costing is particularly helpful in decisions which deal with individual
segments of the business because it provides the needed marginal income
figures in accounting statements received regularly by management.
Application of Direct Costing in Budgeting
The usefulness of cost - volume -profit relationship data in budgetary planning has been widely recognized. Such information is usually presented to
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management in the form of break -even charts and figures which express the
principal relationships based upon the classification of costs with volume.
Direct costing is, as previously stated, a method for incorporating this classification into the cost accounts and income statements of the company. Consequently, these statements show the company's profit structure (i.e. the
amount of fixed cost, the rates at which costs and profits change with volume) and they enable management to see what effect past or projected volume changes have on profits without consulting supplementary statistical material. Comments made in the course of the field study stressed the following
advantages which direct costing has in budgetary profit planning:
1. The amount of fixed cost which must be covered before the company
begins making a profit is readily apparent. This clearly points out
the effect which management's long range policy decisions have in
establishing fixed costs. Such information leads to better planning,
either to bring fixed costs into line with the amount of marginal
income available or to find ways to obtain the volume needed to cover
the fixed costs and make a profit.
2. Direct costing brings out the costs which can be changed by current
operating decisions. This, in turn, permits ready evaluation in terms
of profit, for any proposal which will affect sales volume. In doing
this, it is not necessary to consider changes in overhead absorption.
One company's controller pointed out that, given the sales forecast,
a budgeted income statement for any product classification or for
the company as a whole can be prepared in a matter of minutes.
This makes it possible to evaluate the effect of many proposals made
in the course of budget conferences without interrupting the session.
Several companies interviewed also stated that direct costing had simplified the preparation of cash budgets. Direct cost is defined by these com -'
panies as the amount of additional cash which must be spent for each added
unit of volume. The operating needs for cash during a coming period can
therefore be estimated from the production schedule and sales forecast. Capital and financial expenditures must be added, but the amounts of these are
established by known appropriations.
Product Selection and Emphasis
In a multiproduct company, management wants to know the relative profitability of the various products as a guide in selecting the items to be made
and deciding how the emphasis is to be distributed in selling. Where sales
are made to different classes of customers and in territories some of which
are more profitable than others, management has a similar problem in finding the most advantageous sales mix for each of these classes of segments.
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PROFIT AND LOSS STATEMENT BY PRIMARY PRODUCT CLASSES
Month ........................
PRODUCT PRODUCT PRODUCT
CLASS
CLASS
CLASS
A
B
C

Net Sales
Standard Variable Cost of Sales
Material
Labor
Manufacturing Overhead
Material Handling Overhead
Total
Gross Variable Manfacturing Margin at Standard Cost
Variances
Material Price
Direct Labor
Overhead
Total
Gross Variable Manufacturing Margin at Actual Cost
Direct Variable Product Costs
Scrap
Rework
Royalties
Major Tool Repairs
Total
Net Manufacturing Margin
Direct Selling Costs
Commissions
Advertising
Sales Promotion
Total

xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx

Net Selling Margin
Variable Shipping and General Expenses
Net Contribution to Fixed Costs (Marginal Income )

xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
x:

Fixed Direct Product Costs
Tools
Engineering
Total
Profit or loss after Fixed Direct Product Costs

xx
xx
xx
xx

Apportioned Fixed Costs
Manufacturing
Shipping and General
Total
Operating Profit or Loss

xx
xx
xx
xx
EXHIBIT S
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ANALYSIS OF SALES AND MARGINAL INCOME
Period Ended

(left hand side)

.........................

Quantity Sold —Net

Product Description
Planned

Actual

Variance

Net Sales
Dollars
(actual)

(rigt hand side)

Cost of Sales
(planned
variable cost)

Marginal Income
Actual

Planned

Variances
Mark -up

Volume

EXHIBIT 6

With the marginal approach, segments can be evaluated individually according to the contribution each makes to over -all income.
The field study showed that statements displaying marginal income by
various product classifications are regarded by companies interviewed as one
of the most useful features of direct costing. Exhibits 5 and 6 illustrate two
types of product margin statements which were supplied by companies interviewed. Exhibit 5 constitutes a complete income statement to the point of net
operating profit for each of the company's major classes of products. Where
there are numerous products, complete income statements are usually prepared only for product lines. Supporting these summaries most companies
have detailed analyses showing sales and marginal income by individual products. Exhibit 6 shows the form in which a company interviewed prepares
this analysis. A number of the companies interviewed prepare similar stateAPRIL, 1953
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EXHIBIT 7

ments for territories, customers, and other segments. In describing the usefulness of such statements, one company's controller stated that such information is particularly useful in appraising products because it enables management to tell where the profit is being made or lost and it plainly shows such
conditions as excessive direct cost variances, lack of enough sales volume to
cover fixed costs, or pricing which fails to provide an adequate mark -up.
Direct costing also facilitates the preparation of preliminary income reports which some companies use to give management an estimate of principal income figures before the complete monthly report is available. The
"Flash Report" shown in Exhibit 7 is ready for distribution within a few
hours after sales figures have been assembled. Since the cost of goods sold
can be ascertained without considering the rate of operations in the factory
during the preceding month, income margins can be computed quickly and
within narrow limits.
Usefulness of direct costing for product selection and emphasis stems from
the ease with which cost and profit differences for different volumes of individual products can be ascertained. The additional cost of additional production (or the saving from decreased production) is simply the product of unit
variable cost times the number of units in question. By deducting this cost
figure from the income received from the sales increment, the addition to
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(or decrease in) overall profit results. Since these decisions often affect only
limited segments of the company's operations, they can usually be made on
the assumption that established fixed costs will continue without change.
Appropriate modification in the classification of costs can be made where
this assumption does not hold. For example, some companies prepare statements separating fixed costs into (1) those which are "direct" as to an entire
product class in the sense that they could be eliminated if the entire product
class were eliminated, and (2) those which are general expenses of the business which would continue even if the product class in question were eliminated. For ordinary decisions involving more or less volume within the
capacity of existing facilities, both classes of fixed costs remain constant.
But when the more drastic step of eliminating the whole line is in question,
then the first class of fixed costs as well as the variable costs are avoidable.
Some typical questions which arise together with examples showing applications of direct costing are given below.
1. Which products should be emphasized in order to obtain a more profitable sales mix? Marginal income tells how much each product is contributing
to fixed costs and profits in the present sales mix. Therefore management
knows which items will add the most to profits if sales of these can be increased. Profits will also be increased if sales of any items showing a negative contribution to fixed costs can be decreased. Continued acceptance of
business where selling price does not cover variable cost may, of course, be
justifiable where the unprofitable items are expected to reach a profitable
status in the future or where the unprofitable goods help sell other things
that are profitable. With marginal income figures available, management
knows the cost of such policies and is in a position to weigh advantages
against the costs.
In making decisions with respect to comparative desirability of products,
it is necessary to measure the marginal income ratio in terms of the factor
which limits the company's capacity to produce and sell. One company calls
this the "effective contribution margin." For example, a company can produce either product A or product B on customers' special orders, but limited
capacity makes it impossible to accept both orders. If product A yields
$1.00 in marginal income per hour of plant capacity while product B yields
$1.25, it will obviously be advantageous to accept the order for B. Another
variation was reported by two companies which found production limited by
shortages of an essential raw material. These companies chose for continued
production those products which contributed the largest margin per pound
of scarce material.a
For a more detailed description of such applications of marginal income figures, see
T. R. Elsman, "Profit Action Figures," N.A.C.A. Bulletin, April 15, 1946, and George L.
Fau lk ner, "Profit Analysis for the Magnet Wire Indu stry," N.A.C.A. Bulletin,September
1952.
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Where available capacity exceeds the current volume of sales, profits will
be increased by taking any business which carries a positive marginal income
even though absorption costing would show that this contribution does not
cover the fixed costs allocated to the product or order. In addition, most companies have some products which show little or no net profit, although they
make some contribution to fixed costs. So long as the volume which these
products provide cannot be replaced with more profitable business, the company's total profit benefits by continuing to sell the "unprofitable" items. In
such decisions, marginal income figures eliminate any confusion as to what
the questioned sales add to overall profit. However, judgment and understanding are required in using marginal income figures for this purpose. It
is necessary to consider the long range aspects of such business in order
to avoid commitments which cannot be dropped when more profitable orders
are available. Control over sales mix also needs to be exercised in order that
sales of the less profitable items may be restricted to a volume sufficient to
absorb overhead on capacity for which a more profitable use is lacking.
While the marginal approach is sometimes thought to be useful only as
a tool for determining how far a company can go in meeting price cutting
competition in a period of low sales volume, the field study showed that it is
equally useful under conditions of capacity production. When available sales
volume exceeds production capacity, it becomes necessary to decide which
products are to be made and what markets to serve. The best profit attainable with the production capacity available can then be attained by choosing
products or markets which carry the largest effective marginal income ratios.
While the discussion above has been presented largely in terms of products, the same approach is applicable to other volume segments such as territories and customers. For example, one company applies this analysis to
determine which foreign branches are worth having. These branches do not
always return the full amount of fixed cost allocated to them, but they may
nevertheless increase overall profits by contributing to the fixed overhead
which would continue if a branch were abandoned.
2. How many units must be sold to realize the desired net profit (or return on investment) from a product, sales outlet, or other segment? Such
calculations are quickly and directly made by dividing the marginal income
ratio applying to the unit in question into the amount of fixed costs and profit
applicable to the segment.
3. How much additional volume will be necessary to maintain present
profits following an action which reduces sales realization or increases selling
expenses? Several companies stated that sales management frequently pro.
poses price reductions, discounts, and extra expenditures for sales promotion in order to increase sales volume. By first determining how much addi1106
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tional volume will be needed to avoid loss of profits, discussion can then be
turned to the possibility of securing this volume. It was stated that this test
had resulted in eliminating a number of proposals which would have required
added volume which was obviously unattainable. On the othe, hand, products and markets carrying a high marginal income often indicated good
opportunities for added sales promotion. Where management is guided by
ratios of expense to sales in which expenses include both fixed and variable
costs, it may hesitate to take actions which increase these ratios even though
profits might be increased by spending more for selling and advertising. So
long as there is some marginal income left on the added volume, overall profit
is increased despite the fact that the overall ratio of sales expenses to sales
income increases.
4. Will profits be improved by dropping an "unprofitable" product, terri.
tory, or customer? Any segment of the business which produces a margin
over direct costs adds to the overall net profit notwithstanding the fact that the
individual segment may show a net loss after charging it with its share of
the fixed costs. This question is therefore quickly answered when marginal
income ratios by segments are known, but requires roundabout calculations
by the absorption cost approach. To illustrate this application of direct costing methods, one of the companies interviewed had found an important product line to be consistently unprofitable. Management seriously considered
abandoning this line, but decided to continue it for a time at least when it
was shown that sales income was sufficient to cover direct costs and that
there was no alternative use for plant capacity which would become idle.
subsequently an item -by -item analysis of the line showed that some items carried adequate marginal income ratios while other items failed to return their
direct costs. This indicated that by changing the sales mix and by increasing overall sales volume, the line could be made profitable. Efforts to accomplish this proved successful. The company's accountants expressed the opinion that owing to the large number of items produced and sold under conditions where fixed costs were largely joint, information needed by management to solve this problem could have been obtained only by the direct
costing approach.
Appraising Performance of Sales Personnel
Several companies interviewed view the direct cost income statement as an
important tool for appraising performance of sales personnel. One of these
companies points out that with the grouping of items in the type of statement
shown as Exhibit 4, the section down to profit contribution at standard reflects
performance of the sales department because factory cost variances (including
volume variances) are not included in cost of the goods sold. Within this
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section of the statement, the sales figure reflects the volume of business attained, the gross margin above direct manufacturing cost is a guide to the
selling price obtained, and the variable selling expenses and sales deductions
measure the direct cost of securing the sales income. Below the marginal
income are listed period expenses which must be recovered out of merchandising margin before an operating profit is made.
A large department store interviewed provides an interesting example of
the direct cost approach to selling expenses in income statements prepared
for management. In a merchandising business, cost of merchandise sold is, of
course, equivalent to variable manufacturing cost for a manufacturing company. This company finds that the margin obtained by deducting merchandise cost and direct selling expenses from net sales income is preferable to
net profit in appraising performance of departmental managers. The principal reason is that departmental marginal income figures measure the manager's performance in buying and selling merchandise while net profit is also
affected by indirect costs for which only top management has authority to
make expenditures and to approve methods of allocation to selling departments. Department stores also maintain some departments primarily to bring
customers into the store where they may buy other merchandise. Where
these are unprofitable, the marginal income figures measure the cash outlay being made for this type of sales promotion.
Direct Costing As a Guide to Pricing
In pricing, management must consider the volume of merchandise that
can be sold together with the unit price received because both of these factors affect the amount of profit realized. It is evident that unless the combination of price and volume obtainable returns all costs in the long run, there
will be no profits. For this reason, all costs are alike in their significance for
determining costs as guides to long range pricing policy. That this reasoning is applied in practice can be seen in the fact that all of the companies
interviewed have methods for assigning all costs to product classifications
to develop product costs for use in pricing decisions even though inventories
are, in some cases, costed at direct cost.
At the same time, pricing is not simply a matter of finding full cost of
each product and adding a desired profit. In pricing, costs are often recovered
by selling numerous items, some of which contribute more than others, to the
portion of the overall cost which is fixed and joint as to the items within a
line. Moreover, the proportions in which individual products contribute to
total cost may vary in different markets and at different times.
Unit variable cost has a constant relationship to unit selling price regard1108
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less of volume within the limits of available capacity.1 0 On the other hand,
unit fixed costs do not have a constant relationship to unit selling prices.
The best selling price for an individual item is the one which, multiplied by
the quantity which can be sold, yields the largest dollar contribution to fixed
costs and profits. In practice, this aim can only be approximated because
estimates of quantities which can be sold at different prices are largely guesses.
Moreover, competition sets definite limits to the possible range of selling
prices. Under such circumstances, the principal advantage of direct costing
is that it enables management to give separate consideration to variable and
fixed portions of a product's -cost. Some companies interviewed prefer the
direct costing approach in searching for the most advantageousl Combination
of price and volume because absorption costing provides costs for only a
single volume.
The field study disclosed interesting differences in methods and opinions
with respect to the type of product cost data used for pricing by companies
using direct costing. The different approaches used by these companies are
described below.
1. Product cost cards used for pricing by most of the companies show
essentially the same data that appears on a direct cost income statement. Exhibit 2 shows the form which one company uses to assemble
product costs for pricing. Management thus has available full cost
and its components with the latter divided into fixed and variable
portions. In most cases, fixed costs are allocated to products at rates
based on normal or standard volume. Whether or not fixed costs
are also allocated to inventories depends upon inventory costing practice followed by the individual company.
2. In a few companies, only the direct costs are shown on product
cost cards used for pricing. Exhibit 1 shows a cost card of this type.
Describing its use of direct cost for pricing, one company stated that
management has in mind a marginal income ratio which has been
calculated to cover fixed costs for the company as a whole plus dividends on outstanding capital stock. Marginal income ratios actually
realized vary widely from item to item because prices must be in
line with competition and consumer willingness to pay, but the above
mentioned ratio serves as a goal to be attained on the company's
sales as a whole. Another company which has recently adopted direct costing plans to utilize a similar procedure with marginal income
ratios calculated to represent fixed costs plus a return on capital employed in making and selling each product line. Still another company
prefers marginal income rather than the gross margin figures formerly used in pricing because bases for allocating fixed overhead
10

While generally true, exceptions to the above statement may occur. For example,
increased volume may enable companies in some industries to obtain better yields from
material.
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could not be justified beyond question. While the sales department
used to question relationships between product gross margins, such
controversies are now eliminated.
3. Two companies use pricing formulas in which multipliers are applied
to direct cost to arrive at selling prices which include all costs. These
multipliers include period costs assigned to the product line on the
basis of normal volume.
One of the criticisms most frequently leveled against direct costing is that
it may lead to disregard for the need to recover fixed costs in pricing. Companies interviewed were unanimous in the opinion that this had not occurred
in their experience. In these companies the danger of unprofitable pricing
has been avoided by:
1. Providing full product costs for pricing or by developing mark -up
ratios (applied to direct cost) which make adequate allowances
for period costs." Fixed costs (whether manufacturing or nonmanufacturing in origin) do not need to be charged to inventories in
order to have full product costs for pricing.
2. Making sure that management responsible for pricing fully understands the nature and importance of costs in connection with pricing. This is essential when changing to direct costing, for marginal
income will exceed the gross margin formerly computed. If the reason for the increased product margin figures is not understood, management may mistakenly ascribe the changes to cost reductions which
would permit prices to be lowered without loss of profit.
In several instances, comments were made to the effect that better pricing had
followed adoption of direct costing because executives were better able to
understand the relationship between costs, volume, prices, and profits.
" A s stated by one company, "Management watches the P / V (i.e., marginal income)
ratios and ca n readily tell whether or not the price is a dequ ate to cover costs."
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Chapter 5
DIRECT COSTING FOR PROFIT MEASUREMENT

Advocates of direct costing maintain that more significant net profit figures
result when all fixed costs are treated as period costs. The reason for this
opinion is that the effects which changes in sales volume have on profits are
not obscured by concurrent changes in production volume when fixed costs
are not absorbed into inventory.
Inasmuch as net profit is probably the most important single figure in
the accountant's reports to management, this chapter discusses the subject
from the standpoint of management's uses for profit figures in directing company operations. For internal purposes no public interest is involved and
the individual company is free to use those methods for determining and reporting income which it finds most useful. Questions as to whether or not
direct costing meets existing standards for financial statements issued to stockholders, employees, and the public at large are deferred to Chapter 6.
When fixed costs are treated as period costs, net profit varies directly with
sales volume provided profit influencing factors other than volume (e.g., selling prices, sales mix, and manufacturing costs) remain unchanged. On the
other hand, when fixed costs are absorbed into inventory, profits are affected
by changes in inventory as well as by sales volume. While the amount of
the change in the fixed component of inventories can be determined when
fixed and variable portions of the manufacturing costs are known, it is then
necessary to prepare an analysis in order to explain the causes of the change
in profits. In evaluating the effect which changes in sales volume have on
profits when using absorption costing, management must consider the two
influences, production volume and sales volume, which may work together or
in opposition. Full understanding of the situation calls for knowledge of
highly technical accounting procedures which few executives possess. The
field study provided a substantial amount of evidence to the effect that management is often confused, or at best fails to understand fully, when changes
in the fixed cost component of inventory obscure relationships between sales
volume and profits which would be readily evident under direct costing.
Where absorption costing is continued for preparing financial reports to
outsiders but income statements for internal use are wanted in direct cost
form, the change in the amount of fixed cost included in inventory can be
shown as an adjustment to direct cost profit in statements prepared for management. Arrangement of items in income statements for internal and external use can therefore be varied to suit the different purposes for which
they are used. At the same time the final net profit figures are reconciled by
this adjustment to direct cost profit. Methods used in practice for making this
reconciliation are described in Chapter 6.
APRIL, 1953
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Illustration to Show Effect of Volume on Net Profit
Comparison Between Absorption Costing and Direct Costing Methods
BASIC DATA ASSUMED FOR ILLUSTRATION

Quarterly Budget (In absorption costing form with fixed and variable costs separated)
Total
Per Unit
Sales (30,000 units)
$30,000
$1.00
Cost of Goods Sold
Variable costs
Fixed costs

19,500
6,000

.65
.20

25,500

.85

4,500
2,100

.15
.07

$ 2,400

.08

Total
Gross margin
Selling and administrative costs (fixed)
Operating profit

Actual Production and Sales in Units
Ist Quarter 2nd Quarter 3rd Quarter 4th Quarter
Year
Opening inventory
6,000
2,000
Production
30,000
34,000
28,000
30,000
122,000
Sales
30,000
28,000
32,000
32,000
122,000
Closing inventory
6,000
2,000
Income Statement by Quarters and for Year
I. Using Absorption Costing with Fixed Manufacturing Cost Charged to Production
at Predetermined Overhead Rate of $0.20 per Unit Based on Budgeted Volume
and Budgeted Overhead Cost.
Quarters
Year
Ist
2nd
3rd
4th
Sales
$30,000 $28,000 $32,000 $32,000 $122,000
Cost of Goods Manufactured
Add opening inventory
Cost of Goods Available
Deduct Closing Inventory
Cost of Goods Sold
Under or (over) absorbed overhead
Total

25,500
25,500
25,500
-

28,900
28,900
5,100
23,800
(800)

23,800
5,100
28,900
1,700
27,200
400

25,500
1,700
27,200
27,200
-

103,700

103,700
(400)

25,500

23,000

27,600

27,200

103,300

Continued on next page

Illustration of Difference Between Profit Figures
Net profit determined by the direct costing method often differs from net
profit determined by absorption costing. The relationship between these two
methods is illustrated by the example shown as Exhibit 8.
Referring to the illustration, it is seen that sales in the second quarter are
lower than in the first quarter, but at the same time profit has increased
when computed by the absorption method. In the third quarter the situation is reversed -that is, a sales volume larger than that of either preceding
period is accompanied by a smaller profit than that reported in the two
1112
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Continued from preceding page

18,700
8,400

Net O per ati ng Profit

2,400

2,900

2,700

10,300

2,300

$

Year

$

$

4th
4,800
2,100

$

Quarters
2nd
3rd
5,000
4,400
2,100
2,100

$

Gross Margin
Selling and Administrative Costs

1st
4,500
2,100

2. Using Absorption Costing W ithout Predetermined Rate for Charging Fixed Manufacturing Cost t o Production
Sales
$30,000 $28,000 $32,000 $32,000 $122,000
Cost of G oods Manufactured
Add opening Inventory
Cost of Goods Avail able
Deduct Closing Inventory
Cost of G oods Sold

25,500

28,100

27,229

103,300

Gross Margin
Selling and Administrative Costs

4,500
2,100

4,859
2,100

4,570
2,100

4,771
2,100

18,700
8,400

Net Operating Profit

2,400

2,759

2,470

2,671

10,300

103,300

$

-

25,500
1,729
27,229

$

$

$

-

25,500

$

-

-

25,500

28,100
4,959
23,141

24,200
4,959
29,159
1,729
27,430

3. Using Direct Costing with Fixed Manufacturing Costs Treated as Period Costs.
Sales
$30,000 $28,000 $32,000 $32,000 $122,000
Cost of Goods Manufactured
Add Opening Inventory
Cost of Goods Available
Deduct Closing Inventory
Cost of G oods Sold

19,500

Marginal Income

19,500

20,800

79,300

10,500

9,800

11,200

11,200

42,700

6,000
2,100

6,000
2,100

6,000
2,100

6,000
2,100

24,000
8,400

8,100

8,100

8,100

8,100

32,400

2,400

1,700

3,100

3,100

10,300

79,300

$

$

$

$

Total

$

-

-

19,500
1,300
20,800

19,500

22,100
3,900
18,200

18,200
3,900
22,100
1,300
20,800

-

Fixed Costs
Manufacturing
Selling and Administrative

Net Oper at i ng Profit

22,100

EXH IBIT 8

earlier periods. The fourth quarter shows the same sales volume as the third
quarter, but profit figures for the two periods differ by $400. These differences in profit are here ascribable solely to fluctuations in volume of sales
and production because other influences which ordinarily affect profits have
been excluded in the illustration by assuming no deviations from budgeted
selling price, production costs, or product mix. By thus assuming other in.
fluences to be absent it is easier to trace the effect of volume changes. In
practice, changes in profit due to volume changes are often obscured by concurrent action of other conditions, but the influence of volume fluctuation
causes the results shown in the simplified illustration used here.
APRIL, 1933
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When the direct costing method is applied to the same data, it is seen that
sales volume changes have a consistent effect on profits. Comparing quarters
1, 2 and 3, profits decrease with decreased sales and increase with increased
sales. Quarters 3 and 4 show that the same volume of sales yields the same
profit.
Another source of inconsistency between profits for successive periods as
determined by absorption costing methods lies in the inventory adjustments
which may be considered necessary. When low production volume results in
underabsorption of fixed costs, the resulting volume variance is ordinarily
charged off in the period in which it arises. On the other hand, when fixed
overhead is overabsorbed, a volume variance credit which is material in
amount is sometimes allocated between inventory and cost of goods sold.
Or, where a predetermined overhead rate is not employed and actual fixed
expenses of the period are distributed to the actual production, low volume
may yield an inventory cost in excess of market value, thus necessitating an
inventory write-down. Such adjustments are, of course, usually made at the
year-end and not for interim periods. However, some companies accumu.
late reserves on a monthly basis in order to absorb expected year-end inventory adjustments.
Inventory adjustments of the type described above reflect attempts to correct inventory and profit distortion produced by volume fluctuations when
fixed costs are absorbed into inventory. These adjustments tend to accentuate the erratic fluctuations in profit which results where absorption costing
techniques are applied under conditions of varying volume.
Profit figures reported under absorption costing are also influenced by decisions made in establishing normal or standard volumes for burden absorption. Changes in standard volume affect the comparability of profit figures between periods. Several companies in industries which experience important volume fluctuations stated that they had found the concept of a normal burden rate covering a business cycle to be unworkable because it is
impossible to predict the amplitude or length of cyclical volume fluctuations.
On the other hand, direct costing had eliminated uncertainty about the effect
which burden rates in effect would have on profits.
A somewhat different problem created by absorption costing had arisen in
cases where companies had grown substantially. Here increased sales volume had called for much larger inventories and under absorption costing
a substantial amount of fixed expense had been permanently capitalized in inventory. Other companies had experienced the same effect during early
postwar years while rebuilding depleted inventories. Representatives of these
companies expressed the opinion that profits had thereby been overstated
during the years when growth was taking place. Moreover, the amount of
1114
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fixed costs so capitalized cannot be deducted in computing taxable income so
long as the company remains a going concern and cannot liquidate its work.
ing inventory. In contrast, the same volume of business produces the same
profit under direct costing regardless of whether the company is stable, growing, or contracting.

Relationships Between Absorption Costing and Direct Coating
The difference between profit determined by absorption costing and by
direct costing before inventory adjustments is explained by the change in the
amount of fixed cost contained in the inventory cost. For any given period,
profit figures computed by the two methods will differ by an amount which
can be calculated by the following formula:
Total fixed
Manufacturing
cost

Profit computed
Profit computed
(Volume produced
by absorption — by direct c o s t - X
costing
ing
Standard vol— Volume sold)
ume of production
When applied to the foregoing illustration, profit differences can be reconciled as follows:
Quarters
4
Year
3
1
2
$10,300

2,400

1,700

3,100

3,100

10,300

•

6,000

(4,000)

(2,000)

$1,200

(800)

(400)

—

(400)

—

(800)

$

Change in amount of
fixed cost in inventory"

$1,200

$

Change in inventory
(in units)

$

Difference

—

Direct cost profit

—

$2,700
$

$2,300
$

$2,900

—

$2,400

—

Absorption cost profit

Calculated by multiplying change in number of units by $0.20.

It should be noted that contrary to statements which have sometimes been
made, the difference in profit shown by the two methods does not equal the
amount of the volume variance except when the volume sold equals the volume
selected as a base for deriving the standard overhead rate —i.e., when the
inventory change is exactly the difference between standard and actual volume
for the period.
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Comparison of the two methods leads to the following generalizations
1. When sales and production are in balance at standard volume, direct
and absorption costing methods yield the same profit. (Illustration,
1st quarter). Under both methods, the amount of fixed cost incurred
during the period is charged against income of the period.
2. When production exceeds sales (i.e., in- process and finished inventories increasing), absorption costing shows a higher profit than does
direct costing. (2nd quarter). The reason is that by absorption costing a portion of the fixed manufacturing cost of the period is charged
to inventory and thereby deferred to future periods.12 The total
fixed cost charged against income of the period therefore is less than
the amount of fixed cost incurred during the period.
3. When sales exceed production (i.e., in- process and finished inventories
decreasing), absorption costing shows a lower profit than does direct
costing. The reason is that fixed costs previously deferred in inventory are charged to income in the period in which the goods are sold.
Total fixed costs charged against income therefore exceed the amount
of fixed cost incurred during the period.
4. When sales volume is constant but production volume fluctuates,
direct costing yields a constant profit figure because profit is not
affected by inventory changes. Under the saute circumstances absorption costing yields a fluctuating profit figure which may move
either with or contrary to sales volume, as demonstrated in the
illustrations.
5. If production volume is constant, profit is directly proportional to
sales under either direct or absorption costing. The profit figures
will move in the same direction, but will not necessarily be the same
in amount.
6 . The divergence between periodic profit figures computed by direct
and absorption costing methods tends to be smaller for long periods
than for short periods because differences between production and
sales volume tend to approach equality over a long period. Thus
the difference between annual profit figures computed by the two
methods is usually smaller than the difference between monthly profit
figures. Over a period of years, the method should give substantially
the same result because sales cannot continuously exceed production,
nor can production continuously exceed sales. ( Illustration, annual
total.)
Does Direct Costing Properly Reflect Periodic Income?
While accountants are generally agreed that profits are not realized until
goods are sold, the amount of profit reported for a given period is influenced
' T his is termed "selling fixed costs to inventory" by some writers on the subject.
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by the methods used to calculate the cost of the goods sold in that period.
Practice in this area of accounting shows a considerable range of variation
and it cannot be said that there exists any one generally accepted theory or
practice with respect to determining cost of the goods sold.' a
Variable manufacturing costs are product costs under both direct and absorption costing methods. The two methods differ only in that direct costing
treats fixed manufacturing costs as period costs while absorption costing treats
the same costs as product costs. Advocates of direct costing argue that only
the direct costs are specifically identifiable with goods manufactured in a given
period and that fixed costs are, by nature, period costs. Those who prefer
absorption costing contend that product cost (and by inference inventory cost)
should include a prorata share of the costs of all manufacturing facilities used
to produce the goods.
Therefore, the question at issue is whether, for the purpose of measuring
periodic income, fixed manufacturing costs should be charged against income:
1. In the period when goods which received benefits from the manufacturing facilities are sold (i.e., absorption costing).
2. In the period in which the costs occurred regardless of the utilization
of related facilities to produce goods. (i.e., direct costing.)
In the long run, all fixed costs must be recovered out of sales income before a profit is made. Moreover, it is generally agreed that interim profit
figures should add up to the total for a series of interim periods. The interim
period must therefore bear its proportionate share of the fixed costs in order
that interim cost figures may also add up to the total costs for a series of
interim periods. Long run total profit will not be affected by changing the
distribution of a fixed sum of costs among the interim periods, but the profit
for an individual interim period will be changed. Hence, the question which
remains is how the fixed costs should be distributed among the interim periods.
The first procedure listed above, i.e., absorption costing, allocates fixed
costs first to periods and then to products made during each period. When
the full fixed cost of the period is assigned to units produced during the period,
unit costs tend to lose usefulness when production volume fluctuates within a
wide range. The practice of charging production with fixed cost at a rate
based on normal or standard volume and charging any unabsorbed fixed cost
against income was devised to avoid the objectionable features of unit costs
which rose when volume declined. In justification, it was reasoned that the
underabsorbed fixed cost balance represented a cost of idle capacity rather
than a cost of production. In a sense, this was a step toward direct costing
" S o m e of these differences in practice were described in "Costs Included in Inventories," N.A.C.A. Research Series No. 10.
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because it recognized the fixed cost of unutilized factory capacity as a period
cost.
Direct costing follows the second point of view under which fixed costs are
treated in their entirety as period cost. The reasoning which underlies this
practice is that fixed costs are costs of having capacity to produce and that
they expire with the passage of time regardless of the extent to which the
facilities are actually utilized. For this reason, fixed costs have a determinable
relationship to time which makes it possible to measure the amount of cost
applicable to each period. On the other hand, the same costs have no determinable relationship to product units and can be assigned to the latter only by
making an assumption as to the volume base.t ' If this base is determined by
actual volume experience in a given period, it is unrelated to the amount of
cost being allocated because it may vary greatly from the volume for which
facilities have been provided. The resulting unit costs fluctuate inversely with
volume. If a normal or standard volume base is chosen, the fixed costs are
likely to be over or under absorbed and the stability of unit costs is more
apparent than real
If the fixed costs do, in fact, expire with the passage of time they should be
charged against income of the period in which expiration takes place. Absorption costing fails to meet this objective because it charges fixed costs to an
asset account, i.e., to inventory. To the extent that the goods produced during
the period remain in the inventory at the end of the period, these fixed costs
are carried forward to the next period as assets. Periodic profit figures are
therefore affected by inventory changes as well as by sales volume. The sale
of a specific quantity of goods is made the basis for matching fixed manufacturing costs with income rather than the time the costs expire. As a result
profit is shifted from one period to another by accumulating or reducing inventory. Proponents of direct costing object to this on grounds that profits
are realized by sales and not by manufacturing goods for inventory. For this
reason, they feel that profits should vary directly with sales volume so long as
other factors such as selling prices, sales mix, and unit cost remain constant.
"Jonathan Harris states this position as follows:
(Fixed factory costs are) ". . related to the task of staying prepared at all times to
produce goods and should be charged directly to profit and loss in the same manner as
selling costs and administrative expenses... .
(Inventoriable costs should include)
the delivered purchase cost of raw materials,
...direct
and packages used, direct labor costs and
production expenses, all of which items
were incurred only because the goods were produced. They can be stated directly and
reported directly in terms of units produced. When production goes up, the expenditures
for these four components of manufacturing costs go up at the same rate. When production volume goes down, the reverse is true.
"Fixed factory expenses, on the other hand, do not have any real relation to production.
as such.... They go on substantially unabated when the wheels slow down or become
idle." ( "The Case Against Administrative Expenses in Inventory," Journal of Accountancy,
July 1946, p. 34.)
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Comparability of Costing Units
Those who use direct costing design an income statement in which costs
are deducted from sales income in the order of their variability with volume.
In this statement, sales income, direct costs, and marginal income are all
expressed in product units. These units are therefore homogeneous and comparable. At the second step in the statement, total period costs are deducted
from total-marginal income for the period to obtain net operating profit. In
this section of the statement, figures are expressed as dollar per unit of time
and again units are homogeneous. In contrast, the absorption costing income
statement mixes costs measured in product units and in time units. The result is that income margins shown in the statement do not show clearly the
impact of either variable or fixed costs. In the direct cost statement, marginal
income measures the results of management's current decisions affecting
sales volume while the net profit measures the effectiveness of long range
policies in balancing productive capacity with sales income.

Basisfor Choice of Method
An accounting technique needs to be founded upon a base of logical reasoning which is consistent with that underlying other techniques. The statements
above seem to indicate that such a justification exists for the direct costing
approach to income measurement. However, in the final analysis the choice
between direct and absorption costing must rest upon the comparative usefulness of figures produced by the two methods to reflect the transactions
which occur. As to this, each company must arrive at its own conclusions.
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Chapter 6
INVENTORY COST —THE BALANCE SHEET POINT OF VIEW

The preceding chapters have dealt with internal application of direct costing
to supply cost - volume -profit data for management. Some of the companies
interviewed also follow the direct costing method in preparing financial reports
for stockholders, governmental agencies, and the public at large. Where this
is done, inventories of work in process and finished goods are costed at variable cost and all fixed manufacturing costs are charged against income of the
period.

Conformity With Accepted Accounting Practices
While it is generally agreed that the primary basis of accounting for inventories is cost, practice with respect to what costs are included in or excluded from inventory varies widely. Exclusiott of various fixed manufacturing costs — particularly depreciation and property taxes —seems to be a fairly
common practice. There are also companies which charge inventories only
with prime costs, i.e., with costs of direct material and direct labor.
In formulating "general principles applicable to the pricing of inventories,"
the Committee on Accounting Procedures of the American Institute of Accountants states that:
"As applied to inventories, cost means in principle the sum of the applicable expenditures and charges directly or indirectly incurred in
bringing an article to its existing condition and location .1125
In discussion accompanying the above statement, the Committee gives qualified approval to exclusion from inventory of idle facility expense and certain
other items. It also states that "the exclusion of all overheads from inventory
costs does not constitute an accepted accounting procedure." Beyond t h i s ,
it gives no specific indication with respect to what charges and expenditures
are considered "applicable" to goods in inventories.
In Canada, the Committee on Accounting and Auditing Research of the
Dominion Association of Chartered Accountants gives the following specific
mention to fixed manufacturing overhead in a statment on the meaning of cost
for inventory valuation.
"In the case of inventories of goods in process and finished - goods, cost
will include the laid -down cost of material plus the cost of direct labor
applied to the product and ordinarily the applicable share of overhead
expense properly chargeable to production....
"Sometimes certain costs are excluded in determining inventory values.
Usually expenditures arising out of abnormal circumstances such as
'6
"Inventory Pricing ", Accounting Research Bulletin No. 29, Committee on Accounting Procedure, American Institute of Accountants, July 1947, p. 236.
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rehandling of goods and idle facilities, are not included. Similarly, in
some cases, fixed overhead is excluded where its inclusion would distort
the profit for the year by reason of fluctuating volume of production.""
( Italics supplied.)
While direct cost seems to be within the range of inventory cost concepts
currently used in industrial practice, statements of professional opinion such
as those cited above neither approve nor disapprove direct costing in specific
terms. Widespread interest in direct costing has arisen so recently that
additional time and experience will probably be required before definite conclusions can be drawn as to its general acceptability in external financial
reports.
In this study, 17 manufacturing companies and one department store were
interviewed. Among the former, 6 companies cost inventory at direct factory
cost in preparing financial reports to stockholders. Eight companies employ
direct costing for internal purposes, but adjust inventory to an absorption cost
basis in reports to stockholders. However, five of these eight companies stated
that they would prefer to cost inventories at direct cost if income tax questions
arising at the time of changing could be satisfactorily solved. The remaining
three manufacturing companies were in the process of changing to direct
costing for internal purposes when interviewed and had not arrived at a
decision with respect to procedures to be followed in financial reports to
stockholders.
Advantages Advanced for Costing Inventory at Direct Cost
Advocates of direct costing advance the following as advantages to be
gained by costing inventory at direct cost.
1. The use of direct cost for inventory simplifies the process of determining product unit costs because it avoids the problems associated
with selecting a volume base for allocating fixed costs. At the same
time direct unit costs are more reliable because they can be factually
measured. In contrast, the process of allocating fixed costs to product
units requires a volume base for allocation which must be selected
by judgment and estimate.
2. Direct cost is more useful in decisions which management makes
with respect to inventories because variable cost is closely equiva•
lent to the amount of cash that will have to be spent to add a given
number of units to inventory. Inventory policy decisions often deal
with the question of whether to convert cash into inventory or vice
versa. However, under absorption costing the cost of the inventory is
not so directly related to the amount of cash which must be spent to
"'Research Bulletin No. 5, "The Meaning of the Term `Costs' as Used in Inventory
Valuation," The Canadian Chartered Accountant, November 1950, p. 223.
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manufacture the goods. Charles C. Headlee has stated this point of
view as follows:
"It greatly simplifies the operating statements for non- accounting people, when we can say that the out -of- pocket cost to produce an article is in inventory until the article is sold, and that
administrative expenses, sales expenses and factory expenses of a
fixed nature, that is, expenses unrelated to the article or number
of articles produced, are charged to operations as they are inincurred." 17
Several companies reported that this relationship between inventory
and cash outlay cost has also been useful to them in preparing cash
budgets.
3. To cost inventory at direct cost is advantageous to the financial
analyst who uses company financial statements. This advantage is
stated to arise from greater clarity and objectiveness of an inventory
cost concept which is the equivalent of short - period cash expenditure
for manufacturing the goods. Two companies stated that bankers had
expressed approval of this feature of their financial statements.
The principal arguments advanced by those who oppose the use of direct
costs for inventory is that facilities represented by the fixed cost are necessary
in order to produce the goods appearing in the inventory. While they agree
that fixed manufacturing costs are costs of production, proponents of direct
costing argue that it does not necessarily follow that these costs should he
charged to inventory. In support of this position, they present the following
arguments:
1. Two different concepts of production cost are involved and those who
discuss the issue often fail to separate the two. Direct costing utilizes
a short-term cost concept which defines cost to produce as the current
cash outlay necessary to manufacture. There is also the long -range
cost concept which takes in all costs of manufacturing facilities because, over a long enough period, they all require cash expenditures.
The question is therefore resolved into one asking which concept of
production cost is preferable for the purpose.
2. Whi!A accountants commonly give nominal acceptance to the long range concept of production costs, frequent deviations from it in
practice indicate that it often gives unsatisfactory results. Exclusion
of underabsorbed fixed overhead, entire classes of fixed factory costs
such as depreciation, property taxes, and administrative costs (even
though individuals represented by the latter spend much time on production problems) are cited in support of this point.
" "Direct Cost Inventory Valuation Method," Minutes
Council, Machinery and Allied Products Institute, 1950.
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3. Present -day accounting thought emphasizes the income statement
rather than the balance sheet. Advocates of direct costing argue
that the short -run concept of production cost yields more significant
income margins when reporting operating results for short periods,
and that such advantages extend to outsiders using company financial
reports, as well as to internal users. They also cite the widespread
adoption of lifo as precedent for changing the basis for costing inventories when more significant income figures result.
The fact that direct costing has, until very recently, been known and used
by only a few companies leads to the conclusion that it cannot be judged
by asking whether or not it is a generally accepted accounting procedure. The
very fact that a procedure is new causes it to differ to some extent from those
accounting procedures now generally accepted. If it proves to be an innovation which serves users of accounting information better than existing procedures, it is to be expected that direct costing will, with time, become generally accepted. In the meantime, it seems that the test to be applied is whether
or not it does, in a given company, enable the accountant to provide better
information about costs and profits to those who use these figures.

Effect on Working Capital
To exclude fixed costs from inventory costs reduces the amount of a company's stated current assets. It seems that this usually is not of importance to
companies whose credit position is strong. However, one company stated that
it would be necessary to obtain a creditor's consent to modify the definition of
working capital embodied in a contract before changing to direct cost as a
basis for costing inventories. Experience of companies participating in this
study indicates that the effect on working capital has not been an important
obstacle to direct costing.

Problems of Changing to Direct Costing
The change from absorption costing to direct costing raises a question as to
disposal of the fixed cost component of the inventory at the date of changeover.
The simplest procedure is to make the change at the end of a fiscal year by
costing the physical inventory at direct cost. The fixed costs previously absorbed into inventory are thereby charged against income of the period which
has ended, leaving the inventory at direct cost.
However, practical difficulties often arise in applying the above procedure
because:
1. Profits of the closing period are seriously affected if the amount of
fixed cost to be written off is large.
2. The change in method of costing inventories may be unacceptable in
income tax returns.
A P R I L , 1953
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Ways in which these problems were met by the companies interviewed show
several possible solutions. These methods are described below.
1. Direct costing adopted at organization of company or many years ago.
Inventories have been consistently at direct cost and no problems are raised
by its use now. In two companies the fixed items were dropped a few at a time
from standard product costs over a period of years.
2. General reclassification of cost accounts produced no net change in
inventory at time direct costing was adopted. In one case certain variable
costs (e.g. packaging) which had been charged to the period were reclassified
as product costs because they were incurred in the process of manufacturing.
The amount of such costs added to inventory at the time of changeover offset
fixed costs eliminated. The amount of the latter was comparatively small
because the company had previously treated depreciation as a period cost.
This reclassification was not viewed as a change in method of accounting for
inventory cost by the companies that followed this method.
3. Fixed cost component of inventory at time of changeover amortized over
a period of years. This method has been used to lessen the reduction in annual
profit when the amount of fixed cost to be written off would have a substantial
effect in a single year.
4. Annual inventory and profit figures adjusted to absorption cost basis by
adding or subtracting amount representing change in fixed component of
inventory. These companies use direct costing for internal management purposes, but continue to prepare financial reports to outsiders on an absorption
cost basis. Application of this method has been described as follows by Frank
J. Carr.
(Inventory changeover problems can be avoided) "... by setting up in
inventory a fixed amount, representing the amount of fixed burden in
inventory at the time of the change. Let this amount remain in our
monthly and quarterly statements, and, at the end of the year, for annual
report purposes, make a calculation by some reasonable formula of the
amount which should remain in inventory at that time, and make the
necessary adjustments for final closing. The formula would give consideration to at least two significant factors which are: change in total
inventory volume and change in the amount actually spent for fixed
burden." 18
This method enables a company to obtain the advantages of direct costing
for internal use where it is desired to avoid a change in method of costing
inventories for external financial reporting. Where this method is used, a
statistical allocation of fixed manufacturing overhead is made at the end of the
period. This provides the data for an adjusting entry which adds the appro" "What Does It Cost," The Internal Auditor, December 1950, p. 44.
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priate amount of fixed cost to the closing inventory stated at direct cost. Methods for accomplishing this are described in the following examples drawn from
the field study.
Example No. I
This company's method is based upon the premise that essentially the
same amount of factory expense must be incurred to maintain a working
inventory regardless of its size within reasonable limits such as plus or
minus 25 per cent. Total annual fixed factory expense at normal capacity
is divided by the normal rate of inventory turnover to obtain a figure
representing the fixed charge component of inventory cost. The figure
so obtained is used without change from year to year. However, if a
permanent change in production capacity or nature of the business should
occur the fixed charge component would have to be recalculated to reflect
the new circumstances.
Example No. 2
The number of months' production at normal volume represented in the
inventory is determined. The monthly fixed cost figure is then multiplied by the above number to obtain the amount of fixed costs applicable
to the inventory. For example, if the year -end inventory is equivalent to
three months' production at normal volume, one - fourth of the annual
fixed manufacturing cost is added to direct cost of inventory. This calculation is made separately for each plant because a single calculation for
the company as a whole would be distorted by the varying mix of products in inventory.
Example No. 3
The amount of fixed overhead in inventory is calculated only at the end
of the year. This is done by:
1. Developing hourly departmental overhead costing rates by the customary methods of allocating expenses. For this purpose, actual
amounts of expense are divided by actual volume figures.
2. The number of standard hours produced are multiplied by the above
rates to arrive at the fixed cost component in total cost of goods
produced.
A journal entry is then made to adjust inventory and cost of sales figures
from a direct to an absorption cost basis before closing. The amount
of this adjustment is also estimated quarterly for management's informa.
tion, but not entered on the books.
Example No. 4
Factory overhead is applied to production monthly by use of dual rates,
one for standard variable overhead and the other for standard fixed
overhead based on normal volume. This makes it possible to determine
both direct and full cost including normal fixed overhead. One company
APRIL, 1 9 5 3
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using this method also extends items on each customer invoice at both
direct cost and full cost.
Separate accounts for variable and fixed cost components of inventories are
used by several companies seen in the field study. For example, one company's
chart of accounts shows:
2 Inventories
21 Finished Goods and Work in Process
211 Finished Goods and Work in Process — Direct Cost
214 Fixed Charges in Inventory
22 Raw Materials
When the inventory is adjusted from direct cost to cost determined on an
absorption basis, the same adjustment must appear in the income statement.
One company shows this adjustment as a final step before arriving at net taxable income as follows:ra
$3,100
Net operating income (direct cost basis)
...................
Fixed charge component of inventory fluctuation
(decrease) ..
(800)
Net taxable income

...... ...............................

$2,300

In a company which charges manufacturing overhead to production with dual
rates, one rate representing standard variable cost and the other rate representing standard fixed cost at normal volume, the resulting income statement
appears below:
$32,000
Sales
......
.....
.....
......sold
.....
....................
Standard
direct
cost
of.goods
(including
variable fac20,800
toryoverhead)

....... ...............................

$11,200
Marginal income
........ ...............................
Fixed costs:
Factory overhead (absorbed by production at
$5,600
standard rate)
.......................... 2,100
7,700
Selling and administrative costs

..............

$ 3,500
Net profit before adjustments
............................
Adjustments:
$ 400
Unabsorbed factory overhead
................
Decrease in fixed factory overhead
resulting from
800
1,200
inventory change

........................

Net profit before income taxes

...........................

1°

$ 2,300

Figures used in these illustrations are taken from Exhibit 8, period 3.
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Chapter 7
CONCLUSION

Operation of the direct costing method and uses to which it has been put
in practice have been described in the foregoing chapters. The experience
which industrial accountants have had with direct costing to date does not
constitute a sufficiently broad base from which to draw definite conclusions
as to general usefulness of direct costing. For this reason, the advantages
and disadvantages advanced in connection with the method are listed below
by way of conclusion:

Advantages of Direct Costing
1. Cost - volume -profit relationship data wanted for profit planning purposes is readily obtained from the regular accounting statements.
Hence management does not have to work with two separate sets of
data to relate one to the other.
2. The profit for a period is not affected by changes in absorption of
fixed expenses resulting from building or reducing inventory. Other
things remaining equal (e.g. selling prices, costs, sales mix) profits
move in the same direction as sales when direct costing is in use.
3. Manufacturing cost and income statements in the direct cost form
follow management's thinking more closely than does the absorption
cost form for these statements. For this reason, management finds
it easier to understand and to use direct cost reports.
4. The impact of fixed costs on profits is emphasized because the total
amount of such cost for the period appears in the income statement.
5. Marginal income figures facilitate relative appraisal of products, territories, classes of customers, and other segments of the business without having the results obscured by allocation of joint fixed costs.
6. Direct costing ties in with such effective plans for cost control as
standard costs and flexible budgets. In fact, the flexible budget is an
aspect of direct costing and many companies thus use direct costing
methods for this purpose without recognizing them as such.
7. Direct cost constitutes a concept of inventory cost which corresponds
closely with the current out -of- pocket expenditure necessary to manufacture the goods.

Disadvantages of Direct Costing
Difficulty may be encountered in distinguishing the fixed costs. In
particular, certain semivariable costs may fall in a borderline area
and more or less arbitrary classification may be considered necessary
APRIL, 1953
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in order to arrive at a practical determination of fixed and variable
components.
2. Complete manufacturing costs is not determined in the process of
costing production and supplementary allocation of fixed overhead
on normal or some other volume base must be made to provide product costs for long -range pricing and other long-range policy decisions.
3. Serious income tax problems may be encountered if a change is made
from full cost to variable cost for costing inventory and definite rulings are not available for guidance.
4. Some accountants question the acceptability of direct cost as a basis
for costing inventory in financial statements prepared for stockholders
and the public at large. However, extensive interest in direct costing
has arisen very recently and opinion with respect to this question
has not crystallized at the present time.
Companies interviewed in the course of this study feel that most of the
above disadvantages can be overcome or are less important than the advantages which they obtain from direct costing. Income tax problems which
arise at the time of changing from absorption costing to direct costing seem
to be the most serious obstacle to wider use of direct costing. By confining
the application of direct costing to internal reports, income tax questions can,
of course, be avoided and a majority of the companies interviewed have followed this course.
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